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In a recent paper [3], M. Pincus defined the flat integral for func-

tionals defined on sample paths of general Gaussian processes and

showed its application to Hammerstein integral equations. A specific

flat integral of importance is obtained when the Gaussian process is

the well-known Brownian process with the parameter in 1-dimen-

sional space [3]. In this note, we consider a Brownian process with

the parameter in A^-dimensional space and derive a flat integral for

functionals defined on sample paths of this process.

Let Xit), t=ih, ■ • • , fa), Og/,-^1, i = 1, ■ • ■ , N, be a Gaussian
process with the parameter t in the A^-dimensional Euclidean cube

.Eat, with mean 0, and positive definite covariance function

(1) p{t, s) = EiX(t)X(s)) = (1/2) min(7, s/) ■ ■ • min(7r, sN).

This process is an extension to N dimensions of the Brownian process

with 1-dimensional parameter since along any fixed coordinate, the

process is Brownian motion with 1-dimensional parameter. A discus-

sion of this process and its relation to the process of Kitagawa's

functional integral [l] and the Wiener measure in Af-dimensional

space studied by J. Yeh [5] is given in [4]. It should be noted that

the process is not Levy's Brownian process with the parameter in

A^-dimensional space [2] which defines Brownian motion along any

radial line from the origin.

Let Ex{ } denote the expectation on the process Xit), tEEN, and

let G(-) be a functional defined on sample paths x of Xit) for which

Ex{Gix)} is defined. Let A be the positive definite Hilbert-Schmidt

operator defined by the equation

(2) iAx)it) =  f   pit, s)xis)ds,       xEL\
J En

where pit, s) is the covariance function given above, (1). According

to the definition given by M. Pincus [3], if A~in exists then we write

(3) El{Gix)}   " = "   \Gix)exp(-(l/2)iA-1i*x,A-1"x))8x.
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The symbol |5x is called the flat integral and the expression on the

right of (3) is the flat integral of the functional G( • ). The flat inte-

gral serves as a heuristic formalism for manipulating Gaussian expec-

tations and makes theorems concerning such expectations transpar-

ent. In the following theorem, we give the expression for the flat in-

tegral for functionals defined on sample paths of the Brownian pro-

cess X(t) with t in A-dimensional space.

Theorem. Let G( • ) be a functional defined on sample paths x of the

process X(t), tEE^ for which E"1{G(x)} is defined. The flat integral of

G is defined by the expression

(4, j G(.),(./; ■ • • fX't;:::;,^ ■ ■ ■ *)«*
Proof. Consider the case N = 2. To obtain the proof, it suffices to

show, according to (3), that

r1 rx/d2x(tx, t2)\2
(5) (l/2)(A-1'2x, A-^x) = (—--)dlxdt2.

Using definitions (1) and (2), we have

d 1   d    r1 r1
-(Ax)(tx, t2) =-I      I    min(/i, sx) min(J2, s2)x(sx, s2)dsxds
dtx 2   dtx J o  J o

ltd   r1 r'1
= - <- I      I     sx min(/2, s2)x(sx, S2)dsxds2

2 ( dlx J o  J o
(6)

H-I      I    tx min(/2, s2)x(sx, s2)dsxds/\
dlxJo J t, )

1 ri ri
= - I      I    min(/2, s2)x(sx, s2)dsxds2.

2 J 0 " tx

d2 1 r1
(7) —— (Ax)(h, it) = - - I    min(<2, s2)x(tx, s2)ds.

dlx 2 J 0

W,iAlXh'h)

=-<  I     s2x(tx, s2)ds2 + I    l2x(tx,s2)ds2>
2  dt2 (Jo J t, )

(8) If
= — - I    x(tx, s2)dst.

2Jt,
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a4
(9) ——iAx)ih, h) =\xih,h).

dt\dt\

Therefore,

(10) A'1 = 2a4/3fi3/2

and equation (5) holds. The proof is easily generalized to arbitrary

dimensions Af.
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